
Relieve the squeeze: how to take control of your asthma, Peggy Guthart Strauss, Viking, 2000, 0670893307,
9780670893300, 31 pages. Illustrated with photographs from the video, "Relieve the Squeeze" demonstrates
the danger of ignoring asthma symptoms, hoping they'll go away on their own. Additional materials include a
list of resources for asthma sufferers and their caregivers, suggestions for tracking medication schedules, ideas
for "asthma-proofing" the house, and even an asthma rap!. 
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The Lion Who Had Asthma , Jonathan London, Jan 1, 1992, Juvenile Nonfiction, 32 pages. Sean's nebulizer
mask and his imagination aid in his recovery following an asthma attack. Includes information on childhood
asthma and how to control its symptoms..

C.S. Lewis , John C. Davenport, Aug 1, 2003, Juvenile Nonfiction, 112 pages. Describes the personal life and
successful writing career of the author famed both for explaining the Christian faith to adults and for
introducing young readers to Narnia..

Asthma , Jenny Bryan, 2004, Juvenile Nonfiction, 56 pages. Provides an overview of asthma, describing what
it is, what takes place during an asthma attack, factors that can trigger an attack, what it is like to live with
asthma, and ....

Asthma , Susan Dudley Gold, Vassily Mihailoff, 2000, Juvenile Nonfiction, 48 pages. Describes the
symptoms, causes, diagnosis, and treatment of asthma, as well as guidelines for living with the disease..

Breathe A Ghost Story, Cliff McNish, Aug 1, 2009, Juvenile Fiction, 261 pages. When he and his mother
move into an farmhouse in the English countryside, twelve-year-old Jack discovers he can communicate with
ghosts and establishes a relationship with a ....

My house is killing me! the home guide for families with allergies and asthma, Jeffrey C. May, Oct 8, 2001,
Health & Fitness, 338 pages. Explores the different areas of the home, including bedrooms, kitchens,
basements that may be causing health problems due to allergies and asthma, and describes the problems ....

Mrs. Astor's New York Money and Social Power in a Gilded Age, Eric Homberger, Sep 1, 2004, History, 330
pages. Mrs. Astor, undisputed queen of New York society in the decades before the First World War, used her
prestige to create a social aristocracy of unparalleled extravagance and ....

The Fourth Man , K.O. Dahl, Mar 18, 2008, Fiction, 288 pages. Rescuing the lovely Elizabeth Faremo from a
crossfire during a routine police raid, Detective Inspector Frank Frolich of the Oslo Police becomes caught up
in an affair with her ....

Asthma , Wendy B. Murphy, Jan 1, 1998, Juvenile Nonfiction, 112 pages. Examines the various causes of
asthma, what happens during an attack, how the disease can be controlled, and theories of treatment..

Mythmaker The Story of J.K. Rowling, Charles J. Shields, 2002, Juvenile Nonfiction, 112 pages. Presents the
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life and career of J.K. Rowling, the author of the popular children's series "Harry Potter.".

Tree of Life The Incredible Biodiversity of Life on Earth, Rochelle Strauss, 2004, Juvenile Nonfiction, 40
pages. Reveals how all living things are separated into five kingdoms--all of which contain different facets of
life on Earth--in a fascinating introduction to biodiversity..

The Louisiana Territory , John Davenport, 2005, Juvenile Nonfiction, 124 pages. Looks at the history of the
borders drawn in Louisiana, discussing territorial disputes, the importance of the land, and the Louisiana
Purchase..
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